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Chapter 195 

 “Then I’m the governor of Sagen!” 

The conductor obviously did not believe the young beauty to be the deputy chief of the Inspection 

Department. It was not only him as even Nash did not believe it. 

Felicity pinched the conductor’s ear, then lifted her leather jacket to reveal her ID card inside 

The conductor’s pupils abruptly shrunk. “I… Fuck, a-are you really the deputy chief?” 

Felicity pushed the conductor down on the table with a smack. “You scalpers are really stubborn. You 

keep cheating money out of fools. Doesn’t it keep you up at night?” 

Nash turned to look at Angelica. “Am I one of the fools she’s talking about?” 

Angelica gulped. “M-Maybe?” 

Nash felt momentarily ashamed. If he had not been in a hurry and had not been trying to avoid 

attention, he would not have chosen to spend 400 dollars on the tickets. 

“Miss, I slipped up. I won’t do it again! You’re a kind-hearted woman. You’re also powerful, so please 

just ignore this!” The scalper begged for mercy with a mournful expression. 
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 the scalper left behind to 

Bronze Town!” 

There were two gates at the ticket entrance. One used facial recognition and was mainly for the 

residents of Bronze Town to come and go. The other gate needed to be opened manually by the ticket 

inspector. 

There were many antique buildings and various food stalls inside Bronze Town. 

There were internet celebrities dressed in traditional garb taking photos. There was also a crew clearing 

out a street to shoot a movie. 

Felicity walked along the street in a bold manner with her hands behind her back like she was some big 

shot who ruled the territory here. 

Angelica informed Felicity of their purpose in coming to the cemetery in Bronze Town. 

When Felicity heard that Angelic had come to capture a top-level Sky Blade mercenary, her interest was 

immediately piqued. “Please do. If you catch such a powerful person, that’d be at least a second-class 

merit. 

Angelica smiled. “We don’t know for sure if Wesley is in Bronze Town.” 

After contemplating a bit, Felicity said, “A 35-year-old man still has a photo of his first love hung at 

home. This shows that he’s still deep in love and hasn’t moved on after his ex- girlfriend’s death. He 

definitely has no plans of returning after absconding this time, so I think he’ll definitely come to pay a 

visit to his ex-girlfriend for the last time!” 

Angelica replied with a grin, “You thought the same as Nash.” 

“Nash? Who’s Nash? That idiot at the back? Is he even worthy of being compared to me?” 

 


